Abstract. Publish/Subscribe communication model has the characteristics of asynchronous , multipoint communication ,it can makes the participants of communication decoupled in space and time and control flow completely , and can meet the needs of loose communication that the large distributed system asks effectively. This article makes up the selective routing and content-based publish/subscribe model, and put forward a publish/subscribe data model based on Predicate cover, RABPC, it also gives the algorithm of the subscription and release. Through simulation experiment, compared with other existing algorithms, the method is more efficient in subscribe and release time.
principle is that if the subscription S1 cover S2, the algorithm only needs to send S1 to the upstream router, because S1 can on behalf of S2'interst, the subscription which is covered does not need to be sent to all the content router, thereby reducing the size of the router's subscription and routing table size.
Subscribing Algorithm
The most critical problem is how to maintenance the relationship between the subscription in the Publish/Subscribe system reasonably. This will involve the regulatory problems about correctness, efficiency and dynamic properties, etc. The algorithm is any one of the content router nodes in the content routing network (CRN), it was configured and run the following subscription routing algorithm.
Algorithm 1: subscription routing algorithm step1: Keep waiting to receive from the downstream port of subscription ( ) Adv S ; step2: Update the abstract tree structure and routing table of router R; step3: Determine whether send to the upstream router Rup? Yes, turn step1.3; otherwise, turn step1.4; step4: Revise Subscriptions (expression) , and forward in terms of ( ') Adv S ; step5: do nothing; step6: end;
Publishing Algorithm
If the host C4 send operation 4 ( ) Cal S to the upstream router R2, content router R2 will determine whether it allows to execution and sends message to the upstream router (R3) . If the upstream router still has the subscription S4, R2 must send message to the upstream router again.
In order to supporting functions better , when implement a system , each subscription sent to the upstream router are required to do a tag flag ,which can indicate whether the subscription is exist in the upstream router . as situation shown in the above figure, after executing release operation in this router, we still need to check (directed by the flag) upstream router to see if there are any same copies and has not been post .if the same copy still exist in upstream router, ( ') Cal S must be sent to the upstream router to make the upstream router can still perform and publish . Otherwise, the upper router will store amount of "junk" message which is already be released but be detained due to incorrect perform; the phenomenon will produce in the following situation: 
REALISTIC SIMULATION
In order to avoid occupying a lot of bandwidth of local area network (LAN) , each client was designed to send message at a speed of 20 packets, the length of each packet is 128 bytes, among them ,the data hold 100 bytes , UDP hold the first 8 bytes , IP hold first 20 bytes .each client can convenient to observe and record the data in a network flow , so it let each client send 10000 packets , and let the host virtual client access into the system every 5 s, until all 20 virtual clients have accessed to . The peak of active router port packet in the system can reach 400 packets, in the condition of all the 20 host have accessed to the system and at the rate of 20 packets sent. However, this value is not absolute; it will be affected by the network congestion. Active router side will save the number of packet that every second it process, can draw data graphs according to need to sample.
The result of the experiment and analysis
In this paper, we will conduct two sets of experiments, we will analyzes and contrast from the following four methods, include RABPC, Navie [6] ,Neon [7] and Tree [8] . The contexts of compare are the subscription size 's impact on the efficiency of the algorithm , the coverage ratio ab 's influence on the subscription scale of content router , the situation of subscription scale distributed in each router , the experiment about matching event message to the routing 's time , the subscription dimension 's impact on the algorithm .
As we know, in general, if the larger the scale of the subscriptions to be dealt with, the longer time the algorithm spends in processing. Different way that the subscriptions will be stored, different time that the new subscription will be inserted, and event will have different efficiency in the process of matching. Figure 1 shows that, the average insertion time of RABPC algorithm's subscription maintain between 2.0±0.5ms, Aguilera's Tree algorithms close to the RABPC algorithm in terms of the average insertion time and property. The Naïve algorithm and Neon were affected by the scale of subscription largely, to ensure there is no repeat in subscription; the two algorithms should spend a lot of time in query, just because the experiment considered about the situation that there is the same state among subscriptions.
Data curve in Analysis figure 2 shows, the average matching time of RABPC algorithm and Aguilera's Tree algorithm is influenced by the scale rarely. when the subscriptions' number less than 10000 articles , Naïve algorithm has the best property ; when the subscriptions' number greater than 10000 articles, the growth rate of Naïve algorithm's and Neon algorithm's average matching time become faster . Conclude from the analysis of data curve, the bigger the subscription's scale is, the greater the property of PCRT. 
CONCLUSION
This paper put forward and realized subscription algorithm , Publish algorithm , heuristic matching algorithm and routing algorithm based on the predicate covering technology , those algorithms makes the Publish/Subscribe system has a high efficiency . At the same time, after make a comprehensive consideration of the weigh among the network performance, time and space , this paper adopted the subscription-based sub-prime covering technology , sub-prime predicate covering techniques ,and has a obviously improvement in computational complexity, high space utilization and network property .
